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Abstract
Generative flows are attractive because they admit
exact likelihood optimization and efficient image
synthesis. Recently, Kingma & Dhariwal (2018)
demonstrated with Glow that generative flows are
capable of generating high quality images. We
generalize the 1 × 1 convolutions proposed in
Glow to invertible d× d convolutions, which are
more flexible since they operate on both chan-
nel and spatial axes. We propose two methods
to produce invertible convolutions that have re-
ceptive fields identical to standard convolutions:
Emerging convolutions are obtained by chaining
specific autoregressive convolutions, and periodic
convolutions are decoupled in the frequency do-
main. Our experiments show that the flexibility
of d× d convolutions significantly improves the
performance of generative flow models on galaxy
images, CIFAR10 and ImageNet.

1. Introduction
Generative models aim to learn a representation of the data
p(x), in contrast with discriminative models that learn a
probability distribution of labels given data p(y|x). Gen-
erative modeling may be used for numerous applications
such as anomaly detection, denoising, inpainting, and super-
resolution. The task of generative modeling is challenging,
because data is often very high-dimensional, which makes
optimization and choosing a successful objective difficult.

Generative models based on normalizing flows (Rippel &
Adams, 2013) have several advantages over other generative
models: i) They optimize the log likelihood of a contin-
uous distribution exactly, as opposed to Variational Auto-
Encoders (VAEs) (Kingma & Welling, 2014; Rezende et al.,
2014) which optimize a lower bound to the log-likelihood.
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Figure 1. Illustration of a square emerging convolution. The input
has spatial dimensions equal to 3 × 3, and two channels, white
squares denote zero values. Convolutions use one-pixel-wide zero
padding at each border. Two consecutive square autoregressive
convolutions with filters k2 and k1 have a receptive field identical
to a standard convolution, with filter k2 ∗l k1, where ∗l denotes a
convolution layer. These operations are equivalent to the multipli-
cation of matrices K2 · K1 and a vectorized input signal ~x. Since
the filters are learned decomposed, the Jacobian determinant and
inverse are straightforward to compute.

ii) Drawing samples has a computational cost comparable
to inference, in contrast with PixelCNNs (Van Oord et al.,
2016). iii) Generative flows also have the potential for huge
memory savings, because activations necessary in the back-
ward pass can be obtained by computing the inverse of
layers (Gomez et al., 2017; Li & Grathwohl, 2018).

The performance of flow-based generative models can be
largely attributed to Masked Autoregressive Flows (MAFs)
(Papamakarios et al., 2017) and the coupling layers intro-
duced in NICE and RealNVP (Dinh et al., 2014; 2017).
MAFs contain flexible autoregressive transformations, but
are computationally expensive to invert, which is a disadvan-
tage for sampling high-dimensional data. Coupling layers
transform a subset of the dimensions of the data, parameter-
ized by the remaining dimensions. The inverse of coupling
layers is straightforward to compute, which makes them
suitable for generative flows. However, since coupling lay-
ers can only operate on a subset of the dimensions of the
data, they may be limited in flexibility.

To improve their effectiveness, coupling layers are alter-
nated with less complex transformations that do operate on
all dimensions of the data. Dinh et al. (2017) use a fixed
channel permutation in Real NVP, and Kingma & Dhariwal
(2018) utilize learnable 1× 1 convolutions in Glow.

However, 1 × 1 convolutions suffer from limited flexibil-
ity, and using standard convolutions is not straightforward
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as they are very computationally expensive to invert. We
propose two methods to obtain easily invertible and flexible
convolutions: emerging and periodic convolutions. Both of
these convolutions have receptive fields identical to standard
convolutions, resulting in flexible transformations over both
the channel and spatial axes.

The structure of an emerging convolution is depicted in Fig-
ure 1, where the top depicts the convolution filters, and the
bottom shows the equivalent matrices of these convolutions.
Two autoregressive convolutions are chained to obtain an
emerging receptive field identical to a standard convolu-
tion. Empirically, we find that replacing 1× 1 convolutions
with the generalized invertible convolutions produces sig-
nificantly better results on galaxy images, CIFAR10 and
ImageNet, even when correcting for the increase in parame-
ters.

In addition to invertible convolutions, we also propose a
QR decomposition for 1× 1 convolutions, which resolves
flexibility issues of the PLU decomposition proposed by
Kingma & Dhariwal (2018).

The main contributions of this paper are: 1) Invertible
emerging convolutions using autoregressive convolutions.
2) Invertible periodic convolutions using decoupling in
the frequency domain. 3) Numerically stable and flexi-
ble 1 × 1 convolutions parameterized by a QR decompo-
sition. 4) An accelerated inversion module for autoregres-
sive convolutions. The code is available at: github.com/
ehoogeboom/emerging.

2. Background
2.1. Change of variables formula

Consider a bijective map between variables x and z. The
likelihood of the variable x can be written as the likelihood
of the transformation z = f(x) evaluated by pZ , using the
change of variables formula:

pX(x) = pZ(z)

∣∣∣∣∂z∂x
∣∣∣∣ ; z = f(x). (1)

The complicated probability density pX(x) is equal to the
probability density pZ(z) multiplied by the Jacobian deter-
minant, where pZ is chosen to be tractable. The function
f can be learned, but the choice of f is constrained by two
practical issues: Firstly, the Jacobian determinant should be
tractable. Secondly, to draw samples from pX , the inverse
of f should be tractable.

2.1.1. COMPOSITION OF FUNCTIONS

A sequence composed of several applications of the change
of variables formula is often referred to as a normalizing
flow (Deco & Brauer, 1995; Tabak et al., 2010; Tabak &

Turner, 2013; Rezende & Mohamed, 2015). Let {hl}Ll=1

be the intermediate representations produced by the layers
of a neural network, where z = hL and h0 = x. The log-
likelihood of x is written as the log-likelihood of z, and the
summation of the log Jacobian determinant of each layer:

log pX(x) = log pZ(z) +

L∑
l=1

log

∣∣∣∣ ∂hl

∂hl−1

∣∣∣∣ . (2)

2.1.2. DEQUANTIZATION

We will evaluate our methods with experiments on im-
age datasets, where pixels are discrete-valued from 0 to
255. Since generative flows are continuous density mod-
els, they may trivially place infinite mass on discretized bin
locations. Therefore, we use the definition of Theis et al.
(2016) that defines the relation between a discrete model
p̂(x̂) and continuous model p(x) as an integration over bins:
p̂(x̂) ≡

∫
[0,1)d

p(x̂+ u)du, where x = x̂+ u. They further
derive a lowerbound to optimize this model with Jensen’s
inequality, resulting in additive uniform noise for the integer
valued pixels from the data distribution D:

Ex̂∼D

[
log p̂(x̂)

]
= Ex̂∼D

[
log

∫
[0,1)d

p(x̂+ u)du

]
(3)

≥ Ex̂∼D,u∼U [0,1)d
[
log p(x̂+ u)

]
.

2.2. Generative flows

Generative flows are bijective functions, often structured
as deep learning layers, that are designed to have tractable
Jacobian determinants and inverses. An overview of several
generative flows is provided in Table 1, and a description is
given below:

Coupling layers (Dinh et al., 2017) split the input in two
parts. The output is a combination of a copy of the first half,
and a transformation of the second half, parametrized by the
first part. As a result, the inverse and Jacobian determinant
are straightforward to compute.

Actnorm layers (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018) are data de-
pendent initialized layers with scale and translation parame-
ters. They are initialized such that the distribution of activa-
tions has mean zero and standard deviation one. Actnorm
layers improve training stability and performance.

1× 1 Convolutions (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018) are easy
to invert, and can be seen as a generalization of the permu-
tation operations that were used by Dinh et al. (2017). 1
× 1 convolutions improve the effectiveness of the coupling
layers.

github.com/ehoogeboom/emerging
github.com/ehoogeboom/emerging
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Table 1. The definition of several generative normalizing flows. All flow functions have an inverse and determinant that are straightforward
to compute. The height h, width w and number of channels nc of an output remains identical to the dimensions of the input. The
symbols � and / denote element-wise multiplication and division. Input and output may be denoted as tensors x and z with dimensions
nc × h× w. The inputs and outputs may be denoted as one-dimensional vectors ~x and ~z with dimension nc · h · w. Input and output in
frequency domain are denoted with x̂ and ẑ, with dimensions nc × h× w, where the last two components denote frequencies.

Generative Flow Function Inverse Log Determinant

Actnorm ~z = ~x� ~γ + ~β ~x = (~z− ~β)/~γ sum(log |~γ|)
Affine coupling [~xa, ~xb] = ~x

~za = ~xa � f(~xb) + g(~xb)
~z = [~za, ~xb]

[~za,~zb] = ~z
~za = (~za − g(~zb))/f(~zb)
~x = [~za, ~xb]

sum(log |f(~xb)|)

1× 1 Conv ∀ij : z:,ij = Wx:,ij ∀ij : x:,ij = W−1z:,ij h · w · log |det W|
Emerging Conv k = w1 �m1

g = w2 �m2

z = k ?l (g ?l x)

∀t : ~yt = (~zt −
∑

i=t+1 Gt,i ~yi)/Gt,t

∀t : ~xt = (~yt −
∑t−1

i=1 Kt,i ~xi)/Kt,t

∑
c log |kc,c,my,mx gc,c,my,mx |

Periodic Conv ∀uv : ẑ:,uv = Ŵuvx̂:,uv ∀uv : x̂:,uv = Ŵ−1
uv ẑ:,uv

∑
u,v log |det Ŵuv|
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Figure 2. Illustration of a standard 3 × 3 convolution layer with
one input and output channel. The spatial input size is 3× 3, and
the input values are {0, 1, . . . , 8}. The convolution uses one-pixel-
wide zero padding at each border, and the filter has parameters
{a, b, . . . , i}. Left: the convolution w ? x. Right: the matrix
multiplication W · ~x which produces the equivalent result.

2.3. Convolutions

Generally, a convolution layer1 with filter w and input x
is equivalent to the multiplication of W, a hw ncout ×
hw ncin matrix, and a vectorized input ~x. An example of
a single channel convolution and its equivalent matrix is
depicted in Figure 2. The signals ~x and ~z are indexed as
t = i + w · j, where i is the width index, j is the height
index, and w is the total width. Note that the matrix W
becomes sparser as the image dimensions grow and that the
parameters of the filter w occur repeatedly in the matrix
W. A two-channel convolution is visualized in Figure 3,
where we have omitted parameters inside filters to avoid
clutter. Here, ~x and ~z are vectorized using indexing t =
c+ nc · i+ (nc · w) · j, where c denotes the channel index
and nc the number of channels.

Using standard convolutions as a generative flow is ineffi-
cient. The determinant and inverse can be obtained naı̈vely

1In deep learning, convolutions are often actually cross-
correlations. In equations, ? denotes a cross-correlation and ∗
denotes a convolution. Moreover, a convolution layer is usually
implemented as an aggregation of cross-correlations, i.e. a cross-
correlation layer, which is denoted as ?l. In text we may omit these
details.
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Figure 3. A standard 3 × 3 convolution layer with two input and
output channels. The input is 3 × 3 spatially, and has two chan-
nels. The convolution uses one-pixel-wide zero padding at each
border. Left: the convolution filter w. Right: the matrix W which
produces the equivalent result when multiplied with a vectorized
input.

by operating directly on the corresponding matrix, but this
would be very expensive, corresponding to computational
complexity O(h3 · w3 · n3

c).

2.4. Autoregressive Convolutions

Autoregressive convolutions have been widely used in the
field of normalizing flows (Germain et al., 2015; Kingma
et al., 2016) because it is straightforward to compute their
Jacobian determinant. Although there exist autoregressive
convolutions with different input and output dimensions, we
let ncout

= ncin for invertibility. In this case, autoregressive
convolutions can be expressed as a multiplication between
a triangular weight matrix and a vectorized input.

In practice, a filter k = w�m is constructed from weights
w and a binary mask m that enforces the autoregressive
structure (see Figure 4). The convolution with the masked
filter is autoregressive without the need to mask inputs,
which allows parallel computation of the convolution layer:

z = k ?l x, (4)

where ?l denotes a convolution layer1. The matrix multipli-
cation ~z = K~x produces the equivalent result, where ~x and
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Figure 4. An autoregressive 3× 3 convolution layer with two input
and output channels. The input has spatial dimensions 3× 3, and
two channels. The convolution uses one-pixel-wide zero padding
at each border. Left: the autoregressive convolution filter k. Right:
the matrix K which produces the equivalent result on a vectorized
input. Note that the equivalent matrix is triangular.

~z are the vectorized signals, and K is a sparse triangular
matrix constructed from k (see Figure 4). The Jacobian is
triangular by design and its determinant can be computed
in O(nc) since it only depends on the diagonal elements of
the matrix K:

log

∣∣∣∣det
∂z

∂x

∣∣∣∣ = h · w
nc∑
c

log
∣∣kc,c,my,mx

∣∣ , (5)

where index c denotes the channel and (my , mx) denotes the
spatial center of the filter. The inverse of an autoregressive
convolution can theoretically be computed using ~x = K−1~z.
In reality this matrix is large and impractical to invert. Since
K is triangular, the solution for ~x can be found through
forward substitution:

~xt =
~zt −

∑t−1
i=1 Kt,i · ~xi

Kt,t
. (6)

The inverse can be computed by sequentially traversing
through the input feature map in the imposed autoregressive
order. The computational complexity of the inverse is O(h ·
w ·n2

c) and computation can be parallelized across examples
in the minibatch.

3. Method
We present two methods to generalize 1 × 1 convolutions
to invertible d × d convolutions, improving the flexibility
of generative flow models. Emerging convolutions are ob-
tained by chaining autoregressive convolutions (section 3.1),
and periodic convolutions are decoupled in frequency do-
main (section 3.2). In section 3.3, we provide a stable and
flexible parameterization for invertible 1× 1 convolutions.

3.1. Emerging convolutions

Although autoregressive convolutions are invertible, their
transformation is restricted by the imposed autoregressive

Figure 5. Achievable emerging receptive fields that consist of two
distinct auto-regressive convolutions. Grey areas denote the first
convolution filter and orange areas denote the second convolution
filter. Blue areas denote the emerging receptive field, and white
areas are masked. The convolution in the bottom row is a special
case, which has a receptive field identical to a standard convolution.

order, enforced through masking of the filters (as depicted
in Figure 4). To alleviate this restriction, we propose emerg-
ing convolutions, which are more flexible and nevertheless
invertible. Emerging convolutions are obtained by chain-
ing specific autoregressive convolutions, invertible via the
autoregressive inverses. To some extent this resembles the
combination of stacks used to resolve the blind spot problem
in conditional image modeling with PixelCNNs (van den
Oord et al., 2016), with the important difference that we do
not constrain the resulting convolution itself to be autore-
gressive.

The emerging receptive field can be controlled by chaining
autoregressive convolutions with variations in the imposed
order. A collection of achievable receptive fields for emerg-
ing convolutions is depicted in Figure 5, based on commonly
used autoregressive masking.

The autoregressive inverse requires the solution to a se-
quential problem, and as a result, it inevitably suffers some
additional computational cost. In emerging convolutions
we minimize this cost through the use of an accelerated
parallel inversion module, implemented in Cython, and by
maintaining relatively small dimensionality in the emerg-
ing convolutions compared to the internal size of coupling
layers.

3.1.1. SQUARE EMERGING CONVOLUTIONS

Deep learning applications tend to use square filters, and
libraries are specifically optimized for these shapes. Since
most of the receptive fields in Figure 5 are unusually shaped,
these would require masking to fit them in rectangular arrays,
leading to unnecessary computation.

However, there is a special case in which the emerging re-
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ceptive field of two specific autoregressive convolutions is
identical to a standard convolution. These square emerg-
ing convolutions can be obtained by combining off center
square convolutions, depicted in the bottom row of Figure
5 (also Figure 1). Our square emerging convolution filters
are more efficient since they require fewer masked values in
rectangular arrays.

There are two approaches to efficiently compute square
emerging convolutions during optimization and density es-
timation: i) a d × d emerging convolution is expressed as
two smaller consecutive d+1

2 ×
d+1
2 convolutions. Alter-

natively, ii) the order of convolution can be changed: first
the smaller d+1

2 filters (k2 and k1) are convolved to obtain
a single equivalent convolution filter. Then, the output of
the emerging convolution is obtained by convolving the
equivalent filter, k = k2 ∗ k1, with the feature map f :

k2 ? (k1 ? f) = (k2 ∗ k1) ? f. (7)

This equivalence follows from the associativity of convolu-
tions and the time reversal of real discrete signals in cross-
correlations.

When d = 1, two autoregressive convolutions simplify to an
LU decomposed 1×1 convolution. To ensure that emerging
convolutions are flexible, we use emerging convolutions
that consists of: a single 1× 1 convolution, and two square
autoregressive convolutions with different masking as de-
picted in the bottom row of Figure 1. Again, the individual
convolutions may all be combined into a single emerging
convolution filter using the associativity of convolutions
(Equation 7).

3.2. Invertible Periodic Convolutions

In some cases, data may be periodic or boundaries may
contain roughly the same values. In these cases it may be
advantageous to use invertible periodic convolutions, which
assume that boundaries wrap around. When computed in
the frequency domain, this alternative convolution has a
tractable determinant Jacobian and inverse. The method
leverages the convolution theorem, which states that the
Fourier transform of a convolution is given by the element-
wise product of the Fourier transformed signals. Specifi-
cally, the input and filter are transformed using the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) and multiplied element-wise, af-
ter which the inverse DFT is taken. By considering the
transformation in the frequency domain, the computational
complexity of the determinant Jacobian and the inverse are
considerably reduced. In contrast with emerging convolu-
tions, which are very specifically parameterized, the filters
of periodic convolutions are completely unconstrained.

A standard convolution layer in deep learning is convention-
ally implemented as an aggregation of cross-correlations
for every output channel. The convolution layer with input

out 1
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Figure 6. Visualization of a periodic 3 × 3 convolution layer in
the frequency domain. The input and output have height 3, width
3 and channels 2. The shape of the filter in the frequency domain
determined by the shape of the image, which is also 3× 3 spatially
in this specific example. Left: the convolution filter transformed to
the frequency domain ŵ. Right: the matrix Ŵ in the frequency
domain, which produces the equivalent result on a vectorized input.
The equivalent matrix in the frequency domain is partitioned.

x and filter w outputs the feature map z = w ?l x, which is
computed as:

zcout =
∑
cin

wcout,cin ? xcin . (8)

Let F(·) denote the Fourier transform and let F−1(·) de-
note the inverse Fourier transform. The Fourier trans-
form can be moved inside the channel summation, since
it is distributive over addition. Let ẑcout = F(zcout),
ŵcout,cin = F(w∗cout,cin) and x̂cin = F(xcin), which are
indexed by frequencies u and v. Because a convolution
differs from a cross-correlation by a time reversal for real
signals, let w∗cout,cin denote the reflection of filter wcout,cin

in both spatial directions. Using these definitions, each
cross-correlation is written as an element-wise multiplica-
tion in the frequency domain:

ẑcout
=
∑
cin

ŵcout,cin � x̂cin , (9)

which can be written as a sum of products in scalar form:

ẑcout,uv =
∑
cin

ŵcout,cin,uv · x̂cin,uv. (10)

The summation of multiplications can be reformulated as
a matrix multiplication over the channel axis by viewing
the output ẑ:,uv at frequency u, v as a multiplication of the
matrix Ŵuv = ŵ:,:,u,v and the input vector x̂:,uv:

ẑ:,uv = Ŵuvx̂:,uv. (11)

The matrix Ŵuv has dimensions cout× cin, the input x̂:,uv

and output ẑ:,uv are vectors with dimension cin and cout.
The output in the original domain zcout can simply be re-
trieved by taking the inverse Fourier transform, F−1(ẑcout).
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The perspective of matrix multiplication in the frequency do-
main decouples the convolution transformation (see Figure
6). Therefore, the log determinant of a periodic convolu-
tion layer is equal to the sum of determinants of individual
frequency components:

log

∣∣∣∣det
∂z

∂x

∣∣∣∣ = log

∣∣∣∣det
∂ẑ

∂x̂

∣∣∣∣ =∑
u,v

log
∣∣∣det Ŵuv

∣∣∣ . (12)

The determinant remains unchanged by the Fourier trans-
form and its inverse, since these are unitary transformations.
The inverse operation requires an inversion of the matrix
Ŵuv for every frequency u, v:

x̂:,uv = Ŵ−1
uv ẑ:,uv. (13)

The solution of x in the original domain is obtained by the
inverse Fourier transform, xcin = F−1(x̂cin), for every
channel cin.

In theory, a periodic convolutions may be not invertible, if
the determinant of any Ŵuv is equal to zero. In practice the
filter is initialized with a nonzero determinant. Furthermore,
the absolute determinant is maximized in the likelihood
objective (Equation 1), which pushes the determinant away
from zero.

Recall that a standard convolution layer is equivalent to a
matrix multiplication with a hw ncout

× hw ncin matrix,
where we let ncout

= ncin for invertibility. The Fourier
transform decouples the transformation of the convolution
layer at each frequency, which divides the computation into
h ·w separate matrix multiplications with nc × nc matrices.
Therefore, the computational cost of the determinant is re-
duced fromO(h3 ·w3 ·n3

c) toO(h ·w ·n3
c) in the frequency

domain, and computation can be parallelized since the ma-
trices are independent across frequencies and independent
of the data. Furthermore, the inverse matrices Ŵ−1

uv only
need to be computed once after the model has converged,
which reduces the inverse convolution to an efficient matrix
multiplication with computational complexity2 O(h ·w ·n2

c).

3.3. QR 1 × 1 convolutions

Standard 1 × 1 convolutions are flexible but may be numer-
ically unstable during optimization, causing crashes in the
training procedure. Kingma & Dhariwal (2018) propose
to learn a PLU decomposition, but since the permutation
matrix P is fixed during optimization, their flexibility is
limited.

In order to resolve the stability issues while retaining the
flexibility of the transformation, we propose to use a QR

2The inverse also incurs some overhead due to the Fourier trans-
form of the feature maps which corresponds to a computational
complexity O(h · w · nc · log hw).

decomposition. Any real square matrix can be decomposed
into a multiplication of an orthogonal and a triangular matrix.
In a similar fashion to the PLU parametrization, we stabilize
the decomposition by choosing W = Q(R + diag(s)),
where Q is orthogonal, R is strictly triangular, and elements
in s are nonzero. Any n × n orthogonal matrix Q can be
constructed from at most n Householder reflections through
Q = Q1Q2 . . .Qn, where Qi is a Householder reflection:

Qi = I− 2
viv

T
i

vT
i vi

. (14)

{vi}ni=1 are learnable parameters. Note that in our case
n = nc. In practice, arbitrary flexibility of Q may be
redundant, and we can trade off computational complexity
and flexibility by using a smaller number of Householder
reflections. The log determinant of the QR decomposition
is h · w · sum(log |s|) and can be computed in O(nc). The
computational complexity to construct Q is between O(n2

c)
and O(n3

c) depending on the desired flexibility. The QR
parametrization has two main advantages: in contrast with
the straightforward parameterization it is numerically stable,
and it can be completely flexible in contrast with the PLU
parametrization.

4. Related Work
The field of generative modeling has been approached from
several directions. This work mainly builds upon genera-
tive flow methods developed in (Rippel & Adams, 2013;
Dinh et al., 2014; 2017; Papamakarios et al., 2017; Kingma
& Dhariwal, 2018). In (Papamakarios et al., 2017) autore-
gressive convolutions are also used for density estimation,
but both its depth and number of channels makes drawing
samples computationally expensive.

Normalizing flows have also been used to perform flexi-
ble inference in variational auto-encoders (Rezende & Mo-
hamed, 2015; Kingma et al., 2016; Tomczak & Welling,
2016; van den Berg et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018) and
Bayesian neural networks (Louizos & Welling, 2017). In-
stead of designing discrete sequences of transformations,
continuous-time normalizing flows can also be designed by
drawing a connection with ordinary differential equations
(Chen et al., 2018; Grathwohl et al., 2018).

Other likelihood-based methods such as PixelCNNs
(Van Oord et al., 2016) impose a specific order on the di-
mensions of the image, which may not reflect the actual gen-
erative process. Furthermore, drawing samples tends to be
computationally expensive. Alternatively, VAEs (Kingma
& Welling, 2014) optimize a lower bound of the likelihood.
The likelihood can be evaluated via an importance sampling
scheme, but the quality of the estimate depends on the num-
ber of samples and the quality of the proposal distribution.
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Figure 7. Overview of the model architecture. Left and center
depict the flow modules we propose: containing either a periodic
convolution or an emerging convolution. The diagram on the right
shows the entire model architecture, where the flow module is
now grouped. The squeeze module reorders pixels by reducing
the spatial dimensions by a half, and increasing the channel depth
by four. A hierarchical prior is placed on part of the intermediate
representation using the split module as in (Kingma & Dhariwal,
2018). x and z denote input and output. The model has L levels,
and D flow modules per level.

Many non likelihood-based methods that can generate high
resolution image samples utilize Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014). Although GANs
tend to generate high quality images, they do not directly
optimize a likelihood. This makes it difficult to obtain like-
lihoods and to measure their coverage of the dataset.

5. Results
The architecture of (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018) is the start-
ing point for the architecture in our experiments. In the
flow module, the invertible 1 × 1 convolution can simply
be replaced with a d× d periodic or emerging convolution.
For a detailed overview of the architecture see Figure 7.
We quantitatively evaluate models on a variety of datasets
in bits per dimension, which is equivalent to the negative
log2-likelihood. We do not use inception based metrics, as
they do not generalize to different datasets, and they do not
report overfitting (Barratt & Sharma, 2018). In addition,
we provide image samples generated with periodic convolu-
tions trained on galaxy images, and samples generated with
emerging convolutions trained on CIFAR10.

5.1. Galaxy density modeling

Since periodic convolutions assume that image boundaries
are connected, they are suited for data where pixels along
the boundaries are roughly the same, or are actually con-
nected. An example of such data is pictures taken in space,
as they tend to contain some scattered light sources, and
boundaries are mostly dark. Ackermann et al. collected
a small classification dataset of galaxies with images of
merging and non-merging galaxies. On the non-merging
galaxy images, we compare the bits per dimension of three
models, constrained by the same parameter budget: 1 × 1
convolutions (Glow), 3 × 3 Periodic and 3 × 3 Emerging

Table 2. Comparison of 1× 1, periodic and emerging convolutions
on the galaxy images dataset. Performance is measured in bits per
dimension. Results are obtained by running 3 times with different
random seeds, ± reports standard deviation.

Galaxy
1× 1 (Glow) 2.03 ±0.026
Periodic 3× 3 1.98 ±0.003
Emerging 3×3 1.98 ±0.007

Figure 8. 100 samples from a generative flow model utilizing peri-
odic convolutions, trained on the galaxy images dataset.

convolutions (see Table 2). Experiments show that both
our periodic and emerging convolutions significantly out-
perform 1× 1 convolutions, and their performance is less
sensitive to initialization. Samples of the model using peri-
odic convolutions are depicted in Figure 8.

5.2. Emerging convolutions

The performance of emerging convolution is extensively
tested on CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) and Im-
ageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015), with different architec-
tural sizes. The experiments in Table 3 use the architecture
from Kingma & Dhariwal (2018), where emerging convolu-
tions replace the 1×1 convolutions. Emerging convolutions
perform either on par or better than Glow3, which may be
caused by the overparameterization of these large models.
Samples of the model using emerging convolutions are de-
picted in Figure 9.

In some cases, it may not be feasible to run very large mod-
els in production because of the large computational cost.
Therefore, it is interesting to study the behavior of models
when they are constrained in size. We compare 1× 1 and
emerging convolutions with the same number of flows per
level (D), for D = 8 and D = 4. Both on CIFAR10 and
ImageNet, we observe that models using emerging convolu-

3The CIFAR10 performance of Glow was obtained by running
the code from the original github repository.
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Figure 9. 100 samples from a generative flow model utilizing
emerging convolutions, trained on CIFAR10.

Table 3. Performance of Emerging convolutions on CIFAR10, Im-
ageNet 32x32 and ImageNet 64x64 in bits per dimension (negative
log2-likelihood), and ± reports standard deviation.

CIFAR10 ImageNet
32x32

ImageNet
64x64

Real NVP 3.51 4.28 3.98
Glow 3.36 ±0.002 4.09 3.81
Emerging 3.34 ±0.002 4.09 3.81

tions perform significantly better. Furthermore, for smaller
models the contribution of emerging convolutions becomes
more important, as evidenced by the increasing performance
gap (see Table 4).

5.3. Modeling and sample time comparison with MAF

Recall that the inverse of autoregressive convolutions re-
quires solving a sequential problem, which we have ac-
celerated with an inversion module that uses Cython and
parallelism across the minibatch. Considering CIFAR-10
and the same architecture as used in Table 3, it takes 39ms
to sample an image using our accelerated emerging inverses,
46 times faster than the naı̈vely obtained inverses using ten-
sorflow bijectors (see Table 5). As expected, sampling from
models using 1× 1 convolutions remains faster and takes
5ms.

Table 4. Performance of Emerging convolutions with different ar-
chitectures on CIFAR10 and ImageNet 32x32 in bits per dimension.
Results are obtained by running 3 times with different random
seeds, ± reports standard deviation.

CIFAR10 ImageNet 32x32 D
1×1 (Glow) 3.46 ±0.005 4.18 ±0.003 8
Emerging 3.43 ±0.004 4.16 ±0.004 8
1×1 (Glow) 3.56 ±0.008 4.28 ±0.008 4
Emerging 3.51 ±0.001 4.25 ±0.002 4

Table 5. Comparison of 1× 1, MAF and Emerging convolutions
on CIFAR-10. Performance is measured in bits per dimension, and
the time required to sample a datapoint, when computed in mini-
batches of size 100. The naı̈ve implementation uses Tensorflow
bijectors, and our accelerated implementation uses Cython with
MPI parallelization.

CIFAR10 bits/dim Naı̈ve
sample (ms)

Accelerated
sample (ms)

1× 1 (Glow) 3.36 5 5
MAF & 1× 1 3.33 3000 650
Emerging 3.34 1800 39

Masked Autoregressive Flows (MAFs) are a very flexible
method for density estimation, and they improve perfor-
mance over emerging convolutions slightly, 3.33 versus
3.34 bits per dimension. However, the width and depth of
MAFs makes them a poor choice for sampling, because it
considerably increases the time to compute their inverse:
3000ms per sample using a naı̈ve solution, and 650ms per
sample using our inversion module. Since emerging convo-
lutions operate on lower dimensions of the data, they are 17
times faster to invert than the MAFs.

5.4. QR 1 × 1 convolutions

QR 1×1 convolutions are compared with standard and PLU
convolutions on the CIFAR10 dataset. The models have 3
levels and 8 flows per level. Experiments confirm that our
stable QR decomposition achieves the same performance as
the standard parameterization, as shown in Table 6. This is
expected, since any real square matrix has a QR decompo-
sition. Furthermore, the experiments confirm that the less
flexible PLU parameterization leads to worse performance,
which is caused by the fixed permutation matrix.

Table 6. Comparison of standard, PLU and QR 1× 1 convolutions.
Performance is measured in bits per dimension (negative log2-
likelihood). Results are obtained by running 3 times with different
random seeds, ± reports standard deviation.

Parametrization CIFAR10
W 3.46 ±0.005
PLU 3.47 ±0.006
QR 3.46 ±0.004

6. Conclusion
We have introduced three generative flows: i) d× d emerg-
ing convolutions as invertible standard zero-padded convo-
lutions, ii) d × d periodic convolutions for periodic data
or data with minimal boundary variation, and iii) stable
and flexible 1× 1 convolutions using a QR parametrization.
Our methods show consistent improvements over various
datasets using the same parameter budget, especially when
considering models constrained in size.
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